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Exacting Accountability
in Philippine COVID-19 Loans
ADB President Masatsugu Asakawa’s courtesy call to President Duterte
Photo source: Department of Finance Official Facebook (www.fb.com/DOFPH)

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted
the entire world more than any crisis
in recent times. First reported in
November 2019, COVID-19 has since spread
to 215 countries, infecting approximately
56 million people as of November 19. In the
Philippines, there are now 431,630 positive
cases as of date, and around 8,392 deaths.

Aside from its health impact, COVID-19
also has significant socio-economic impacts
affecting millions of Filipinos. The lockdown
imposed by the Philippine government, the
longest lockdown ever in the world, has
left around 7 million Filipinos unemployed,
driving around 1.5 million to poverty. The
Social Weather Stations (SWS) survey

released in July shows that hunger rate has
deteriorated fast, with at least one out of
every five Filipinos experiencing involuntary
hunger from May to July. The SWS survey
says that this was the highest hunger rate1 —
20.9 percent or 5.2 million Filipinos — since
the 22-percent rate in September 2014.
Adult joblessness is on a record high as of
July, with 7.1 million Filipinos out of job.
All in all, according to professional services
firm SGV & Co,2 “the economy suffered
declines and slowdowns across major
agricultural, industry, and services sectors,”
with the Philippines experiencing a drop
in economic output for the first time since
1998 (the Asian financial crisis and El Niño)

1 Philippine Daily Inquirer. (August 9, 2020) ‘Editorial: Days of hunger’. Inquirer.net. Retrieved from: https://opinion.
inquirer.net/132534/days-of-hunger
2 SGV & Co. (May 18, 2020) ‘Philippine Government Economic Stimulus Package (4th Edition)’. SGV.ph. Retrieved
from: http://www.sgv.ph/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/PH-Stimulus-Package_4th-Edition.pdf
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due to the pandemic and the resulting
lockdowns.

funds, but this is yet to be completed and
released. This effort of looking into grants
and loans could hopefully contribute to

The

Philippine

government

has

orchestrated a response to COVID-19 with
the creation of the Inter-Agency Task Force
(IATF) for COVID-19 and the passage of
laws that granted special powers to the
president: the Bayanihan to Heal as One
Act passed in March and the Bayanihan to
Recover as One Act passed in September.
Other draft laws are pending in Congress.
To date, the Philippine government has

furthering accountability in the COVID-19
response.
As of October, the Department of Finance
(DOF) has raised a total of US$9.9 billion
in budgetary support financing, loans,
grants, and bonds from the sources below,
US$7.93 billion of which has been disbursed
to the government. By G-Watch’s own

reported spending approximately US$7.93

counting, as of October, the Philippines
has secured roughly ₱487 billion (or US$

billion (see below for more details) for its
COVID-19 response. Some of these funds

9.9 billion) in loans, grants, and bonds to
combat COVID-19. This figure is based

come from loans and grants. This piece

from agreements enumerated in the DOF

takes a closer look at the loans and grants

website,4 as well as independent civil

incurred by the government as it responded

society efforts to track government debts

to COVID-19.

and grants contracted due to COVID-19.

To date, there have been efforts to exact

From those sources, G-Watch collated

accountability from the government’s
COVID-19 spending, mostly citizen-

information on loan and grant agreements
as signed and agreed by the Philippines and

led.3 There are, however, challenges in

financing institutions, and also analyzed

these efforts on account of problematic

those agreements which, while negotiated

transparency and access to information in

even before the threat of the COVID-19

Philippine governance, as well as constraints
on citizen action as a result of the pandemic.

pandemic, have been signed with the
understanding that funding will include

The Commission on Audit (COA) is supposed

projects that will help alleviate the effects of

to perform a special audit on the COVID-19

the pandemic.

3 See G-Watch’s think-piece on these efforts at https://www.g-watch.org/think-piece/citizen-accountabilityefforts-integral-part-philippines-covid-19-response
4 See https://www.dof.gov.ph/data/fin-agreements
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The loan and grant agreements are summarized below:
Amount
(PHP, approx.)

Agreement

Type

Financer

Additional Financing for the Social
Welfare Development and Reform
Project II

Loan

₱14,993,463,508.00
(₱14.9B)

World Bank (WB)

Grant

₱14,993,463,508.02
(₱14.9B)

Asian
Development
Bank (ADB)

Technical
Assistance

₱249,891,058.47
(₱249M)

ADB

Loan

₱24,989,105,846.70
(₱24.9B)

WB

Loan

₱74,967,317,540.10
(₱74.9B)

ADB

Loan

₱4,997,821,169.34
(₱4.9B)

WB

Loan

₱9,995,642,338.68
(₱9.9B)

ADB

Bonds

₱116,501,749,662.20
(₱116.5B)

US

Executing/implementing agency: DOF

COVID-19 Emergency Response
Project (Asia Pacific Disaster
Response Fund)
Implementing a Rapid Emergency
Supplies Provision (RESP)
Assistance to Design a Sustainable
Solution for COVID-19 Impact
Areas in the National Capital
Region, Through a Public Private
Collaboration
Executing/implementing agency: DOF,
DSWD, DILG

Philippines Third Disaster Risk
Management Development Policy
Loan
Executing/implementing agency:
DPWH, DSWD

COVID-19 Active Response and
Expenditure Support Program
(Four Loan Agreements)
Executing/implementing agency: DOF

COVID-19 Emergency Response
Project
Executing/implementing agency: DOH

Social Protection Support Project
– Second Additional Financing
Executing/implementing agency:
DSWD

Global Bonds (Two)
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Amount
(PHP, approx.)

Agreement

Type

Financer

Philippines Emergency COVID-19
Response Development Policy
Loan

Loan

₱24,989,105,846.70
(₱24.9B)

WB

Loan

₱19,991,284,677.36
(₱20B)

ADB

Loan

₱37,483,658,770.05
(₱37.4B)

Asian
Infrastructure
Investment Bank
(AIIB)

Non-Project Grant Aid for the
Provision of Medical Equipment
to DOH

Grant

₱927,014,271.88
(₱927M)

Japan
Government

Inclusive Finance Development
Program (Subprogram 1)

Loan

₱5,573,906,159.00
(₱5.5B)

Agence
Française de
Développement

Executing/implementing agency:
DSWD

Support to Capital MarketGenerated Infrastructure
Financing
Executing/implementing agency: DOF

COVID-19 Active Response and
Expenditure Support Program
Executing/implementing agency: DOF

Executing/implementing agency: DOF

(AFD)
Expanding Private Participation
in Infrastructure Program
(Subprogram 2)

Loan

₱8,361,130,534.08
(₱8.3B)

AFD

Loan

₱24,989,105,846.70
(₱24.9B)

ADB

Loan

₱23,077,149,337.38
(₱23B)

Japan
International
Cooperation
Agency (JICA)

Loan

₱1,302,578,394.47
(₱1.3B)

ADB

Executing/implementing agency: DOF

Expanded Social Assistance
Program
Executing/implementing agency:
DSWD

COVID-19 Crisis Response
Emergency Support Loan
Executing/implementing agency: DOF

Local Governance Reform Project
Loan
Executing/implementing agency:
Bureau of Local Government Finance
(BLGF)
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Amount
(PHP, approx.)

Agreement

Type

Financer

Support to Parcelization of Lands
for Individual Titling (SPLIT)
Project of the Department of
Agrarian Reform (DAR)

Loan

₱18,258,390,000.00
(₱18B)

WB

Proposed
Loan

₱6,186,762,870.00
(₱6B)

ADB

Loan

₱19,991,284,677.36
(₱19.9B)

Philippines: Inclusive Finance
Development Program
(Subprogram 2)

Loan

₱14,993,463,508.02
(₱14.9B)

Health System Enhancement to
Address and Limit COVID-19

Loan

₱6,051,000,000.00
(₱6B)

Regional: Strengthening the
Enabling Environment for
Disaster Risk Financing (Phase 2)

Proposed
Technical
Assistance

US$1,000,000.00

Philippines: Disaster Resilience
Improvement Program

Proposed
Technical
Assistance

US$500,000.00

Proposed Technical Assistance

Conditional
Loan

¥50,000,000,000.00 or

Executing/implementing agency: DAR

Philippines: Angat Water
Transmission Improvement
Project (Additional Financing)
Executing/implementing agency:
MWSS

Philippines: Competitive
and Inclusive Agriculture
Development Program
(Subprogram 1)
Executing/implementing agency:
NEDA, DA, DENR, DPWH, DSWD, NIA

Total (excluding proposed loans/
agreements)

ADB

JICA

₱23,077,149,337.38
(₱23B)
₱487,097,909,988.94
(₱487B)

USD
9,945,598,520.31
(9.9B)

(A more detailed working matrix prepared by G-Watch may be accessed via https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1n_asfTUah-cVCIhwx-yHxfHNh2KvSvOV/view?usp=sharing).
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Breaking down the loans
Philippine
COVID-19
loans
have
been allocated to four major sectors:
social assistance, infrastructure, local
governments, and disaster resilience.
Social assistance
The biggest funding assistance to date
has been allotted for social assistance,
which includes the emergency cash
assistance (ECA), small business wage
subsidy (SBWS), tax deferrals, credit
guarantees, emergency loans for local
governments, interest-free loans for
farmers, and OFW assistance. Funds have
also been poured towards emergency
medical supplies and improvement of
health services, and continued support of
the Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program
(4Ps).
A recently contracted loan for farmers
seeks to expedite parcelization of lands for
individual titling.
While not COVIDrelated (as per contract), DOF has declared
via an official press release that this may
also help farmers who have been heavily
affected by COVID-19. Similarly, a loan

signed as early as November 2019 – titled
“Additional Financing for the Social Welfare
Development and Reform Project II”
(with DOF as the implementing agency) –
meant to provide financial, technical, and
analytical support to the 4Ps program, has
been classified by the DOF in its website as
a COVID-19 financing agreement.
While every loan contract above specifies
how their proceeds will be used, some loans
– such as an ADB loan targeted for cash
grants for 4Ps families – are not earmarked
for any particular program5 and may be
used for COVID-19 response in general,
such as the social amelioration program
(SAP).
While
social
assistance
programs
significantly take up the Philippines’ loan
proceeds, issues on slow disbursement
affected hundreds of families entitled
to receive subsequent tranches of cash
aid, with a report stating only 9.2 million
families out of 14.1 million have received
the second tranche of the emergency
subsidy program as of August.6 As of
November 12, 2020, the Department of
Social Welfare and Development has just
reached the 14-million mark for families

5 Zialcita, S. (April 27, 2020) ‘ADB approves new $200 million loan to support gov’t cash aid during COVID-19 crisis’.
CNN Philippines. https://cnnphilippines.com/news/2020/4/27/ADB-approves-new-loan-to-support-gov-tcash-aid-COVID-19.html
6 Magsambol, B. (August 3, 2020) ‘Over 4.5M families still wait for promised cash aid as DSWD fails to meet July 31
target’. Rappler. https://www.rappler.com/nation/families-still-wait-promised-cash-aid-dswd-fails-meet-targetjuly-31-2020
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who have received the second tranche
of the SAP subsidy.7 Corruption has also
tainted the COVID-19 subsidies, with
the Ombudsman recently ordering mass
preventive suspension8 of 89 barangay
officials over allegations of discrepancies
and anomalies. Notably, a recently published
G-Watch report9 previously observed that
the SAP implementation left too much
discretion in the hands of barangays, and
the SAP validation process itself is not a
process that promotes accountability, but
rather that of “reverse accountability.”
The loan program to support parcelization
of lands to expedite titling (or SPLIT) is
also met with criticism10 from farmers
groups, who say SPLIT will forcibly divide
collective titles held by farmers, thereby
making them more vulnerable to abuse and
exploitation by landowners who may easily

coerce them to sell their land. This could
lead to reconcentrating land ownership to
big companies. Farmers are touted by the
Department of Agriculture as “frontliners”
that play a crucial part in fighting COVID1911; however, current interventions are
reported to be insufficient to support
farmers and fisherfolk who remain
vulnerable to natural disasters beyond the
pandemic.12
In addition, while the Philippines had loaned
billions of pesos (a single loan above from
the World Bank, for example, is valued at ₱4
billion) to strengthen its capacity to respond
to COVID-19, the Philippines’ pandemic
response, in general, leaves much to be
desired.13 The country has recently logged
more than 300,000 cases of infections, thus
making it to the list of top 20 countries
with the highest number of COVID-19

7 See https://www.dswd.gov.ph/
8 Rappler.com. (September 12, 2020) ‘Ombudsman suspends 89 barangay chiefs over alleged emergency subsidy
anomalies’. Rappler. https://www.rappler.com/nation/ombudsman-suspends-89-barangay-chiefs-over-allegedemergency-subsidy-anomalies
9 See https://www.g-watch.org/sites/default/files/resources/accountability-frontliners-reverse-accountability-v3june18-2020.pdf
10 See https://www.facebook.com/saka.pilipinas/posts/674291466526450
11 Mirasol, P. (May 25, 2020) ‘Farmers and fisherfolk share Covid-19 stories from the field’. Business World. https://
www.bworldonline.com/sparkup-community-farmers-and-fisherfolk-share-covid-19-stories-from-the-field/
12 Conde, M. (May 7, 2020) ‘For Philippine farmers reeling from disasters, lockdown is another pain point’. Mongabay.
com. https://news.mongabay.com/2020/05/for-philippine-farmers-reeling-from-disasters-lockdown-is-anotherpain-point/
13 Lalu, G.B. (September 16, 2020) ‘Lack of system in COVID-19 response is a bigger problem than Duque – Robredo’.
Inquirer.net. https://newsinfo.inquirer.net/1335808/robredo-explains-why-she-hasnt-sought-duquesresignation-the-problem-is-the-system
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cases. Among others, the lack (or the
delay in formulating, at the very least)
of a cohesive and coordinated plan on
mass testing, contact tracing, quarantine
limitations, transport options, etc., puts
into question the government’s capacity to
properly allocate and spend funds meant
for COVID-19 relief. Worryingly, state
auditors (the Commission on Audit or
COA) have recently flagged that the Health
Department has over ₱2.2 billion worth of
expired, nearly expired, and overstocked
medicines and dental supplies14 – which
do not bode well for loan funds meant for
the purchase of medicinal supplies and
equipment.

to strengthen financial support to publicprivate partnerships.
The DOF has listed these loans as part of
COVID-19 financing, even if the letter of
such loan agreements does not expressly
mention that the funds shall go to
COVID-19 financing efforts. It is worth
mentioning at this point that a common
provision in the loan agreements above
limits the use of funds to its stated purposes
only. It is unclear how these loans will
directly support COVID-19 efforts, though
it has been noted that most loans are placed
“in a general fund which the government
may allot for any item in its budget as it sees
fit.”15

Improvement of financial infrastructure
Local government revenue boost
Funding assistance from the ADB and AFD
has been approved and signed to improve
the growth of domestic capital markets
and to support public infrastructure
spending. An ADB loan is expected to
support infrastructure and long-term
investments, as well as promote local
economic development. Meanwhile, one
loan co-financed by the ADB and the AFD
will fund financial inclusion efforts for
women and the rural poor, another will aim

A local governance reform project
loan from ADB seeks to improve the
administration of real property taxes, via
support for institutional development and
policy, implementation of a tax database
and information systems, enhancement
of taxation of selected LGUs, and
professionalization of assessors and
strengthening LGU capacity. The project
is expected to be completed by 2024.

14 Lopez, V. (October 6, 2020) ‘Palace: Duterte ordered DOH to distribute nearly expired medicines’. GMA News
Online. https://www.gmanetwork.com/news/news/nation/758683/palace-duterte-ordered-doh-to-distributenearly-expired-medicines/story/
15 Punongbayan, J. (June 19, 2020) ‘[ANALYSIS] Duterte’s new COVID-19 loans: Need we worry?’ Rappler. https://
www.rappler.com/voices/thought-leaders/analysis-duterte-coronavirus-loans-need-we-worry
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Similarly, the DOF has listed these loans as
part of COVID-19 financing, even as the
letter of such loan agreements does not
expressly mention that the funds shall go to
COVID-19 financing efforts. It is expected,
however, that boosting tax collection will
help raise funds for government support to
mitigate the effects of COVID-19.
Disaster resilience
Several loans above and at least one loan in
the pipeline highlight the need to strengthen
the policy and institutional capacity of the
Philippines to reduce disaster risks, including
providing rapid access to resources to
address their impact, especially in light of the
COVID-19 crisis. One loan – titled “Health
System Advancement to Address and Limit
COVID-19 (HEAL)” – especially focuses on
the Department of Health (DOH), aiming
for strengthened capacity to detect, contain,
and treat COVID-19 cases by June 2023.
The HEAL loan agreement provides for
partnerships via execution of Memoranda of
Agreement with participating local hospitals.
Generally, the Philippines has displayed

slow progress in institutionalizing a system
for disaster risk reduction and management
– let alone a proper health system ready for
a pandemic – the lack of which was made
clear by the disaster wrought by COVID-19.
To illustrate, while a national law16 on
disaster risk reduction and management is
in place, reconstruction and housing efforts
for survivors of Typhoon Yolanda are still
“in a shambles”17 after more than six years.
Medical professionals have pointed out that
“the Philippine health care system was never
ready for a pandemic.”18 Further, in the
context of the COVID-19 pandemic, policy

Finance Secretary Carlos Dominguez III and Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA) Chief Representative Eigo Azukizawa signed the JPY 50 billion
(P23.5 billion) COVID-19 Crisis Response Emergency Support Loan (CCRESL)
Photo source: DOF Official Facebook Page

16 See https://www.officialgazette.gov.ph/2010/05/27/republic-act-no-10121/
17 Reyes, R. (November 8, 2019) ‘Yolanda reconstruction still in shambles after 6 years’. SunStar Tacloban. https://
www.sunstar.com.ph/article/1831107/Tacloban/Local-News/Yolanda-reconstruction-still-in-shambles-after-6years
18 Baticulon, R. (March 20, 2020) ‘OPINION: The Philippine health care system was never ready for a pandemic’.
CNN Philippines Life. https://cnnphilippines.com/life/culture/2020/3/20/healthcare-pandemic-opinion.html
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decisions and announcements may not

rule is still that both lenders and borrowers

always reflect sound scientific advice,19 and
the IATF itself is a body desperately in need
of more representatives from the medical
and scientific community.

(i.e., the Philippines) are bound by the
written letter of the loan agreements they
have signed and executed.

In short, given the government’s track
record, any effort to utilize the loan
proceeds aimed at disaster risk reduction,
as well as other purposes above, will need
to be closely and diligently monitored for
optimal spending and so as not to let the
money go to waste.

Payments
While announcements in the media have
implied that representatives from loan
lenders are flexible when it comes to
utilization of the loan proceeds, the general

The loan agreements have varying grace
periods, the expiration of which triggers
the beginning of installment payments
for principal amounts and interests (and
other fees as applicable). The shortest
grace period given for the loans is three
years; the longest, ten years. This means
that by 2023, the Philippines will have to
start paying back some of these loans (with
amounts payable ballooning each year) and
will have to keep paying installments until
2049, at most. Loan maturity periods (the
number of years the Philippines will have to
pay installments) for the agreements range
from 5 to 29 years.

19 Vallejo, Jr., B. & Ong, R. (October 2020) ‘Policy responses and government science advice for the COVID
19 pandemic in the Philippines: January to April 2020’. Progress in Disaster Science, 7, 100115. https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.pdisas.2020.100115
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Economists agree20 that there is space
for the government to borrow more
aggressively in light of enough fiscal space,
which only means the number of loans may
still go up, and that principal and interest
amounts payable per year (for most loans,
amounts are actually payable twice a year)
will further increase. As it is, data from the
Bureau of Treasury21 show that national
government outstanding debt is at ₱9.6
trillion as of August 2020.
Many of the loans additionally charge either a
front-end fee, a commitment charge, or both.
(A front-end fee is a fee paid at the beginning
of a loan transaction, while a commitment
charge is a recurring charge, separate
from interest, based on unwithdrawn loan
balance.) For some loans, commitment
charges are paid along with the installment
due for the month. Front-end fees, when
they are charged, are usually at 0.25% of the
contract amount, and would have to be paid
separately by the borrower. Commitment
fees, when charged, range from 0.15% to
0.25% per annum, based on the unwithdrawn
loan balance. All these fees are paid on top of
principal and interest payments on the loan,
which means further government spending.

Interest
A common feature for the loans is the
imposition of interest based on LIBOR
(London Interbank Offered Rate), a
benchmark interest rate for unsecured
short-term loans. LIBOR is an average
interest rate utilized globally for financial
transactions. While LIBOR is not usually
imposed on ordinary citizens or most
corporations, it is utilized largely as a basis
and benchmark for interests earned by
various debt instruments and consumer
loans, with an estimated US$350 trillion
worth of outstanding loans and contracts
based on LIBOR.22 Daily, influential global
banks submit to a regulatory group the
interest rates by which they are willing to
borrow funds from other banks, depending
on currency and maturity of a loan and the
resulting averages comprise LIBOR.
Most ADB loans granted for Philippine
COVID-19 assistance impose an interest
rate based on the sum of (a) LIBOR, (b) 0.6%
of the unwithdrawn loan balance (less a 0.1%
credit) and (c) a 0.2% maturity premium.
While items (b) and (c) are fixed over the life
of the loans, the value of item (a) – LIBOR –

20 See, for example, Punongbayan, J.
21 See https://www.treasury.gov.ph/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/NG-Debt_Aug2020_web.pdf
22 Fernandez, K. (September 3, 2020) ‘The LIBOR is a global interest rate that affects the rates of many loans and
investments. Here’s how it’s set, and why it’s slated to end’. Business Insider. https://www.businessinsider.com/whatis-libor
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varies. ADB regularly publishes updated
indicative rates for LIBOR-based loans23;
as of November 6, 2020, the 6-month USD
LIBOR is at 0.24%.

COVID loans) have an average interest rate
of 5.05%.26

According to ADB, LIBOR-based loans
“… provide transparent and market-based
pricing, and meet borrowers’ needs to
tailor currencies and interest rate basis
to suit project needs and external risk
management strategies.”24

Since LIBOR is essentially an estimated
rate, it has been previously subjected to
manipulation (to defraud borrowers)27– be
that as it may, risks of manipulation are
low today. In any case, LIBOR is scheduled
to be discontinued in 2021, which may
necessitate amendment of the loan
agreements.28

Meanwhile, World Bank loans to the

Outside of LIBOR, so far, COVID-19

Philippines for COVID-19 assistance refer
to a “Reference Rate plus a variable spread”
for interest; this also refers to LIBOR plus
a fixed rate, the latter of which may range
from 0.5% to 1.2% depending on the
duration of the loan.25 The sum of LIBOR
and the fixed rate is comparatively lower
than the average interest rates imposed by
World Bank for other loans. Notably, as of
October 17, 2020, the World Bank records
that loans to the Philippines (including non-

assistance loans financed by the Japan
International Cooperation Agency impose
the lowest interest rate, fixed at 0.01%
annually or semi-annually.
International guidelines
Among others, worries of overborrowing
and the Philippines’ capacity to pay
back these loans have surfaced over
the ballooning debt. It may be helpful

23 See https://www.adb.org/what-we-do/public-sector-financing/lending-policies-rates
24 See https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/33775/libor-based-loans-overview.pdf
25 See https://treasury.worldbank.org/en/about/unit/treasury/ibrd-financial-products/lending-rates-and-fees
26 See https://finances.worldbank.org/Loans-and-Credits/WB-Loan-Average-Interest-Rate-by-Country/cfc3hhwe
27 Fernandez, K. (August 3, 2015) ‘Libor: What is it and why does it matter?’ BBC. https://www.bbc.com/news/
business-19199683
28 Caraballo, A., Gabbay, E. et.al. (March 23, 2020). ‘Key Issues in Loan Agreements Relating to the COVID-19
Pandemic’. Arnold & Porter. https://www.arnoldporter.com/en/perspectives/publications/2020/03/key-issuesin-loan-agreements
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to note in this regard that there are
international guidelines in place which
promote responsible sovereign lending and
borrowing.29
Among others, UNCTAD (UN Conference
on Trade and Development) Principles
provide that a lender is responsible to “make
a realistic assessment of the sovereign
borrower’s capacity to service a loan based
on the best available information and
following objective and agreed technical
rules on due diligence and national
accounts.”30 A UN General Assembly
Resolution also “stresses the importance
of responsible lending and borrowing
[and] emphasizes that creditors and debtors
must share responsibility for preventing
unsustainable debt situations.”31 However,
as there are mere principles or “soft law,”
they are not yet binding on any state and
may only guide or influence actions.

Monitoring and review
In recent years, loans granted to
governments include transparency, citizen
engagement and accountability prerequisites that ensure that the funds are
not lost to corruption. A recent paper
of Jonathan Fox, for instance, looks into
whether World Bank-funded projects that
require citizen engagement pre-requisites
have contributed to the development of
countervailing power for the excluded.32
For COVID-19 funds, international anticorruption organizations have asked
lending institutions to make their loans and
grants more transparent and accountable.
Transparency International, Human Rights
Watch, and Global Witness wrote to the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)33 to
include transparency and anti-corruption
programs in COVID-19-related emergency
relief programs. Writers at the World

29 Scali, E. L. (July 17, 2020) ‘Sovereign (over)borrowing during the COVID-19 pandemic: Do creditors have a
responsibility to prevent unsustainable debt situations?’ EJIL: Talk! Blog of the European Journal of International
Law. https://www.ejiltalk.org/sovereign-overborrowing-during-the-covid-19-pandemic-do-creditors-have-aresponsibility-to-prevent-unsustainable-debt-situations/
30 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. (2012) Principles on Promoting Responsible Sovereign
Lending and Borrowing (Amended and Restated as of January 10, 2012). Retrieved from: https://unctad.org/system/
files/official-document/gdsddf2012misc1_en.pdf
31 United Nations General Assembly. (February 4, 2011). Resolution on External Debt Sustainability and
Development. Retrieved from: https://undocs.org/en/A/RES/65/144
32 Fox, J. (September 2020). ‘Contested terrain: International development projects and countervailing power for the
excluded’. World Development, 133, 104978. Retrieved from: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.worlddev.2020.104978
33 Fox, J. (April 8, 2020) ‘IMF: Make COVID-19 funds transparent, accountable’. Transparency International. https://
www.transparency.org/en/press/imf-make-covid-19-funds-transparent-accountable
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Bank blog have proposed principles for
governments to consider when creating
emergency relief funds outside of the
regular budget.34 The UNDP has suggested
several ways to promote accountability
and transparency for COVID-19 response
efforts.35 Key common guideposts from
these sources provided include:
• Open data policy: full publication of
all relevant materials in the lender’s
and borrower’s websites, in forms
accessible and understandable to
citizens – this includes details on
procurement of potential suppliers
and tracking progress up to delivery,
as well as readable summaries and
timelines of all details pertaining
to the financing of an emergency
response program.
• Data and reporting arrangements to
link output and outcomes and to be
published publicly, and on a timely
basis.
• Development and/or
institutionalization of a protocol
for transactions that apply only to

crisis situations, such as emergency
funding.
• Active implementation of clear and
updated anti-corruption policy and /
or frameworks.
• Mandatory audit and/or oversight
by independent third parties,
which includes other branches
of government (state auditors,
the judiciary) and civil society
organizations or audit firms.
Applied in this context, all such guideposts
as enumerated above, to be effective, may
be transformed into binding commitments
in loans, grants, and bonds by way of
including them expressly in the obligations
in the written letter of the agreements.
The World Bank has an existing ‘Strategic
Framework for Mainstreaming Citizen
Engagement in WBG Operations’36 and an
‘Environmental and Social Framework’37
that provides for a considerable list of
citizen engagement and accountability
mechanisms that are supposed to be
present in World Bank loans. However,

34 Zannath, S. & Gurazada, S. (May 6, 2020). ‘Advancing accountability for special emergency funds to address
COVID-19’. World Bank Blogs. https://blogs.worldbank.org/governance/advancing-accountability-specialemergency-funds-address-covid-19
35 Clarke, D., Wierzynska, A., et al. (June 9, 2020) ‘Promoting accountability and transparency during COVID-19’.
United Nations Development Programme. https://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/blog/2020/
promoting-accountability-and-transparency-during-covid-19.html
36 See https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/21113?locale-attribute=en
37 See http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/837721522762050108/Environmental-and-Social-Framework.pdf
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not all World Bank loan agreements have
clear provisions on citizen engagement and
accountability. For loans with provisions
on citizen engagement and accountability
mechanisms, whether these provisions
are put into practice and whether the
mechanisms are working effectively remain
an empirical question that needs further
investigation.
In the loan agreements enumerated, only the
lenders are given explicit rights to monitor
project implementation and are entitled to

For loans contracted with the World Bank
and the ADB, pertinent information and
documentation on loan implementation is in
any case available via each of the financing
institutions’ web databases. However,
raw accounting and audit data, as well
as compliance reports, may be available
only to the lenders as per contract. Some,
but not all loan agreements, provide for
the establishment of grievance redress
mechanisms that may consider complaints
in compliance with safeguards policies
inherent in the agreements.

receive periodic progress reports (at least biannually), including audit reports. Lenders
are also granted rights to inspect books and
records simultaneously as the Philippines,
as borrower, must keep accurate and up to
date receipts, records, and accounting of
disbursements.

Compliance with anti-corruption measures
is mandatory in some loan agreements,
including loans where ADB is a party. In
particular, the Philippines is bound in these
loans to observe ADB’s Anti-Corruption
Policy and to cooperate with ADB in
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any investigation of corrupt fraudulent,
collusive, or coercive practices regarding
loan projects.38 Also included in the World
Bank loans’ general terms and conditions
are its policies on fraud and corruption.39
Yet accountability and transparency to
the lenders seem to be the goal of these
policies, rather than direct accountability
and transparency to the public.
On their face, the contracts are silent on
how the general public or civil society may
monitor the disbursement of these loans
which is a major gap in the accountability
mechanism in these loans. The agreements
do not at all mention any obligation to
proactively disclose information in a
manner that ensures accountability; nor
do they commit to the need for third
party auditors (including state auditors)
to monitor disbursements and utilization
of proceeds. At the very least, borrowers
(such as the Philippines) only have the
obligation to disclose records to the lenderbanks or institutions, but not to the public.
The lenders may dictate compliance with
local auditing procedures, but disclosure
of the audit reports seems to be limited
to lenders only, with their availability for
public consumption unclear.

Still, on one hand, citizens may access
data (in readable form) regarding loan
agreements if the lenders post such data
themselves in their websites. The ADB
website posts information on each loan
agreement and its corresponding project,
including the following: (a) an overview
of the project with the latest project
documents, (b) an informative project
data sheet with project outcomes,
timetable, milestones, and financing
plans, (c) documents such as safeguard
and evaluation documents (but which
are usually not available), (d) stories and
news reports related to the loan funding,
and (e) tenders, contracts awarded, and
procurement plans. The World Bank
provides similar information for each
loan in its website, even though again,
for both websites, some documents
may not be always available. Specific
contact persons and contact details
for persons in charge of overseeing the
loans are also available in the websites.
The ADB links in its project pages its Access
to Information Policy, which includes
instructions for information requests
and appeals.40 The World Bank also has
a Bank Policy: Access to Information,

38 Asian Development Bank. (1998). AntiCorruption Policy (updated 2004). https://www.adb.org/sites/default/
files/institutional-document/32026/anticorruption.pdf
39 World Bank Group. (2016). Policy on Sanctions for Fraud and Corruption. Retrieved from: https://
ppfdocuments.azureedge.net/3868.pdf
40 Asian Development Bank. (September 2018): Access to Information Policy. Retrieved from: https://
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Filipinos queue for cash subsidy from the government amid the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak, in Batasan Hills,
Quezon City. REUTERS/Eloisa Lopez

but those seeking data should note that
financial information, including details of
transactions under loans, may be considered
exceptions to the bank’s rules on access and
disclosure. Information provided by member
countries or third parties in confidence are
also confidential.41 In any case, requests for
data may be made via its website.42 Further
details on the World Bank’s information
policy are also provided in its Independent
Evaluation Group’s Access to Information
Policy, which is considered incorporated in
the loan agreements as part of its general
terms and conditions.43
On the other hand, access to data on the
borrower side – namely, via Philippine
portals – is sorely lacking. The DOF website

itself only posts basic links to the loan
agreements (phrased in formal, legalese
language) in non-editable PDF, without
further data or explanation on the progress
of their implementation. (And not all
financing agreements have counterpart
links or source material: at least one
grant is explained only by way of bare
footnotes.) There is no effort to collate loan
information in a way that is easily digestible
to and accessible by the public. While it
is assumed that the DOF handles, and
therefore, is the primary agency which may
answer questions about the loans, it is not
clear who citizens may contact for questions
about disbursements or utilization. At most,
citizens or civil society may rely on sporadic
news, press releases, or announcements
(which may be inaccurate or inconsistent)
about these loans; or they may make several
requests for information on the freedom of
information (FOI) portal, which takes time to
process, and does not guarantee a response.
Aside from the provisions mentioned in
previous paragraphs, there are no other
ways mentioned by which citizens may
easily monitor the loans to ensure citizen
participation and transparency in the

www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutional-document/450636/access-information-policy.pdf
41 World Bank Group. (2015). Bank Policy: Access to Information. Retrieved from: http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/
en/393051435850102801/World-Bank-Policy-on-Access-to-Information-V2.pdf
42 Via https://www.worldbank.org/en/access-to-information/requests
43 World Bank Independent Evaluation Group. (July 1, 2011): Access to Information Policy. Retrieved from:
https://ppfdocuments.azureedge.net/1838.pdf
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implementation of these loan agreements,
which, as early as now, poses accountability
and transparency issues in case of
discrepancies or anomalies in the use of the
proceeds. Lawmakers have called on COA –
which is constitutionally empowered to
perform audits of government expenditures
– to urgently conduct an audit on the
disbursement and utilization of the loans, a
call yet to be heeded.44
Considering the amount already spent
by the government on these loans, there
is a clear need to fast-track efforts for
transparency in their spending. While
persons deliberately seeking information
on these loans may secure basic loan
information with ample time, effort, and
resources, readily-available data on the
loans themselves, as of the moment, do not
reveal much – or anything at all – about how
they were spent, and if any went through
the gaps. In this pandemic, eagle-eyed
monitoring efforts and constant demands
for accountability have never been more
important. The government needs to
provide receipts for its loan spending now.
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